The isosinglet scalar mesons f 0 (1710), f 0 (1500), f 0 (1370) and their mixing are studied. Two recent lattice results are employed as the starting point; one is the approximate SU(3) symmetry in the scalar sector above 1 GeV for the connected insertion part without qq annihilation, and the other is the scalar glueball mass at 1710 MeV in the quenched approximation. In the SU(3) symmetry limit, f 0 (1500) becomes a pure SU(3) octet and is degenerate with a 0 (1450), while f 0 (1370) is mainly an SU(3) singlet with a slight mixing with the scalar glueball which is the primary component of f 0 (1710). These features remain essentially unchanged even when SU(3) breaking is taken into account. The observed enhancement of ωf 0 (1710) production over φf 0 (1710) in hadronic J/ψ decays and the copious f 0 (1710) production in radiative J/ψ decays lend further support to the prominent glueball nature of f 0 (1710).
INTRODUCTION
Among the isosinglet scalar mesons f 0 (1710), f 0 (1500) and f 0 (1370), it has been quite controversial as to which of these is the dominant scalar glueball. It has been suggested that f 0 (1500) is primarily a scalar glueball 1 , due partly to the fact that f 0 (1500), discovered in pp annihilation at LEAR, has decays to ηη and ηη ′ which are relatively large compared to that of ππ 2 and that the earlier quenched lattice calculations 3 predict the scalar glueball mass to be around 1550 MeV. Furthermore, because of the small production of ππ in f 0 (1710) decay compared to that of KK, it has been thought that f 0 (1710) is primarily ss dominated. In contrast, the smaller production rate of KK relative to ππ in f 0 (1370) decay leads to the conjecture that f 0 (1370) is governed by the non-strange light quark content.
Based on the above observations, a flavor-mixing scheme is proposed 1 to consider the glueball andmixing in the neutral scalar mesons f 0 (1710), f 0 (1500) and f 0 (1370). A common feature of these analyses is that, before mixing, the ss mass M S is larger than the glueball mass M G which, in turn, is larger than the N (≡ (uū + dd)/ √ 2) mass M N , with M G close to 1500 MeV and M S − M N of the order of 200 ∼ 300 MeV. However, there are at least four serious problems with this scenario: (i) The isovector scalar meson a 0 (1450) is now confirmed to be themeson in the lattice calculation 6 . As such, the degeneracy of a 0 (1450) and K * 0 (1430), which has a strange quark, cannot be explained if M S is larger than M N by ∼ 250 MeV. (ii) The most recent quenched lattice calculation with improved action and lattice spacings extrapolated to the continuum favors a larger scalar glueball mass close to 1700 MeV 7, 8 . (iii) If f 0 (1710) is dominated by the ss content, the decay J/ψ → φf 0 (1710) is expected to have a rate larger than that of J/ψ → ωf 0 (1710). Experimentally, it is other way around: the rate for ωf 0 (1710) production is about 6 times that of J/ψ → φf 0 (1710). (iv) It is well known that the radiative decay J/ψ → γf 0 is an ideal place to test the glueball content of f 0 . If f 0 (1500) has the largest scalar glueball component, one expects the Γ(J/ψ → γf 0 (1500)) decay rate to be substantially larger than that of Γ(J/ψ → γf 0 (1710)). Again, experimentally, the opposite is true. Simply based on the above experimental observations, one will naively expect that γ ≫ α > β in the wave function of |f 0 (1710) = α|N + β|S + γ|G .
In our recent work 9 , we have employed two recent lattice results as the input for the mass matrix which is essentially the starting point for the mixing model between scalar mesons and the glueball. First of all, an improved quenched lattice calculation of the glueball spectrum at the infinite volume and continuum limits based on much larger and finer lattices have been carried out 7 . The mass of the scalar glueball is calculated to be m(0 ++ ) = 1710 ± 50 ± 80 MeV. This suggests that M G should be close to 1700 MeV rather than 1500 MeV from the earlier lattice calculations 3 . Second, the recent quenched lattice calculation of the isovector scalar meson a 0 mass has been carried out for a range of low quark masses 6 . It is found that, when the quark mass is smaller than that of the strange, a 0 mass is almost independent of the quark mass, in contrast to those of a 1 and other hadrons that have been calculated on the lattice (see Fig. 1 ). The chiral extrapolated mass a 0 = 1.42 ± 0.13 GeV suggests that a 0 (1450) is astate. Furthermore, K * 0 (1430) + , an us meson, is calculated to be 1.41 ± 0.12 GeV and the corresponding scalarss state from the connected insertion is 1.46 ± 0.05 GeV. This explains the fact that K * 0 (1430) is basically degenerate with a 0 (1450) despite having one strange quark. This unusual behavior is not understood as far as we know and it serves as a challenge to the existing hadronic models. In any case, these lattice results hint at an SU(3) symmetry in the scalar meson sector. Indeed, the near degeneracy of K * 0 (1430), a 0 (1470), and f 0 (1500) implies that, to first order approximation, flavor SU(3) is a good symmetry for the scalar mesons above 1 GeV.
Mixing Matrix
We shall use |U , |D , |S to denote the quarkonium states |uū , |dd and |ss , and |G to denote the pure scalar glueball state. In this basis, the mass matrix reads
where the parameter x denotes the mixing between differentstates through quarkantiquark annihilation and y stands for the glueball-quarkonia mixing strength. Possible SU(3) breaking effects are characterized by the subscripts "s" and "ss". As noticed in passing, lattice calculations 6 of the a 0 (1450) and K * 0 (1430) masses indicate a good SU(3) symmetry for the scalar meson sector above 1 GeV. This means that M S should be close to M U and M D . Also the glueball mass M G should be close to the scalar glueball mass 1710 ± 50 ± 80 MeV from the lattice QCD calculation in the pure gauge sector 7 . We shall begin by considering exact SU(3) symmetry as a first approximation, namely, M S = M U = M D = M and x s = x ss = x and y s = y. In this case, two of the mass eigenstates are identified with a 0 (1450) and f 0 (1500) which are degenerate with the mass M . Taking M to be the experimental mass of 1474 ± 19 MeV 10 , it is a good approximation for the mass of f 0 (1500) at 1507 ± 5 MeV 10 . Thus, in the limit of exact SU(3) symmetry, f 0 (1500) is the SU(3) isosinglet octet state |f octet and is degenerate with a 0 (1450). In the absence of glueballquarkonium mixing, i.e. y = 0, f 0 (1370) becomes a pure SU(3) singlet |f singlet and f 0 (1710) the pure glueball |G . The f 0 (1370) mass is given by m f0(1370) = M + 3x. Taking the experimental f 0 (1370) mass to be 1370 MeV, the quark-antiquark mixing matrix element x through annihilation is found to be −33 MeV. When the glueball-quarkonium mixing y is turned on, there will be some mixing between the glueball and the SU(3)-singlet. If y has the same magnitude as x, i.e. 33 MeV, then 3y 2 ≪ ∆ 2 where ∆ is half of the mass difference between M G and M + 3x, which is ∼ 170 MeV. In this case, the mass shift of f 0 (1370) and f 0 (1710) due to mixing is only ∼ 3y 2 /2∆ = 9.6 MeV. In the wavefunctions of the mixed states, the coefficient of the minor component is of order √ 3y/(2∆) = 0.17 which corresponds to ∼ 3% mixing.
As discussed before, SU(3) symmetry leads naturally to the near degeneracy of a 0 (1450), K * 0 (1430) and f 0 (1500). However, in order to accommodate the observed branching ratios of strong decays, SU(3) symmetry must be broken to certain degree in the mass matrix and/or in the decay amplitudes. One also needs M S > M U = M D in order to lift the degeneracy of a 0 (1450) and f 0 (1500).
To explain the large disparity between ππ and KK production in scalar glueball decays, Chanowitz 11 advocated that a pure scalar glueball cannot decay into quarkantiquark in the chiral limit, i.e.
Since the current strange quark mass is an order of magnitude larger than m u and m d , decay to KK is largely favored over ππ. Furthermore, it has been pointed out that chiral suppression will manifest itself at the hadron level 12 . To this end, it is suggested 12 that m q in Eq. (1) should be interpreted as the scale of chiral symmetry breaking since chiral symmetry is broken not only by finite quark masses but is also broken spontaneously. Consequently, chiral suppression for the ratio Γ(G → ππ)/Γ(G → KK) is not so strong as the current quark mass ratio m u /m s . Guided by the lattice calculations for chiral suppression in G → P P 13 , the fitted masses and branching ratios are summarized in Table 1 , while the predicted decay properties of scalar mesons are exhibited in Table  2 . The mixing matrix obtained in our model has the form: It is evident that f 0 (1710) is composed primarily of the scalar glueball, f 0 (1500) is close to an SU(3) octet, and f 0 (1370) consists of an approximate SU(3) singlet with some glueball component (∼ 10%). Unlike f 0 (1370), the glueball content of f 0 (1500) is very tiny because an SU(3) octet does not mix with the scalar glueball. Several remarks are in order. (i) Although f 0 (1500) has a large ss content, the ratio of KK/ππ is small due to the destructive interference between the nn and ss components for KK production. (ii) In the absence of chiral suppression in G → P P decay, the f 0 (1710) width is predicted to be less than 1 MeV and hence is ruled out by experiment. This is a strong indication in favor of chiral suppression of G → ππ relative to G → KK. (iii) Because the nn content is more copious than ss in f 0 (1710), it is natural that J/ψ → ωf 0 (1710) has a rate larger than J/ψ → φf 0 (1710). (iv) If f 0 (1710) is Table 1 . Fitted masses and branching ratios. The chiral suppression in G → P P decay is taken to be rs = 1.55.
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